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Portfolio Management – A Year in Review 2020

* The above is intended to describe in general terms selected portfolio management activities only. Returns are in $CAD. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the Simplified Prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical
annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any security holder that would have reduced returns. The indices cited are widely accepted benchmarks for investment performance
within their relevant regions, sectors or asset class, represent non-managed investment portfolios, exclude management fees and expenses related to investing in the indices, and are not necessarily indicative of future investment returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 

The Counsel Portfolio Management Team continuously monitors and 
manages the Counsel and IPC Portfolios to help you reach your investment 
goals. Here are some of the key activities from 2020.
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within their relevant regions, sectors or asset class, represent non-managed investment portfolios, exclude management fees and expenses related to investing in the indices, and are not necessarily indicative of future investment returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 

The Counsel Portfolio Management Team continuously monitors and 
manages the Counsel and IPC Portfolios to help you reach your investment 
goals. Here are some of the key activities from 2020.

Bear Market!
As the coronavirus swept around the world and social 
distancing and economic lockdowns took hold, markets 
crashed from their February highs, falling approximately 
35% to new lows in March. 

Central Banks Drop Rates
Enacting the playbook from 2008, central banks around the 
world lowered interest rates to their lower bound range and 
ramped up bond-buying, quantitative easing programs.

Defensive Positioning
The defensive strategies in the IPC Essentials, Counsel 
Retirement, and Counsel Strategic Portfolios deployed, moving 
assets out of equities and into the safety of bonds and cash.

Q1

The bottom of the market 
was March 23, 2020.

Markets reached 
high points on 
February 19, 2020.
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The Counsel Portfolio Management Team continuously monitors and 
manages the Counsel and IPC Portfolios to help you reach your investment 
goals. Here are some of the key activities from 2020.

Q2
April was one of the best 
months in market history.

Shopify passes RBC to 
become the largest Canadian 
company by market value.

Markets Rally!
In one of the sharpest rallies in history, markets soared 
off their late-March bottoms for one of the quickest and 
strongest recoveries in history.

Investment Specialist Change
In April, we expanded the role for Wasatch Global 
Advisors on Counsel Global Small Cap to be a global 
ex Canada mandate.

Tiered Pricing
Counsel announced tiered pricing enhancements to 
include Series A as well as a new initial threshold at 
$150,000 in assets.
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The Counsel Portfolio Management Team continuously monitors and 
manages the Counsel and IPC Portfolios to help you reach your investment 
goals. Here are some of the key activities from 2020.

Q3

Apple and Tesla 
announce stock splits.Market-leading U.S. 

equities returned to 
positive territory for 
the year.

Investment Specialist Due Diligence
Throughout the year, we met with all of our 
 investment specialists – an important part of our 
manager monitoring process. 

Market Recovery Broadens
The market recovery starts to see some breadth 
beyond the technology names that were driving the 
U.S. benchmark and international markets managed to 
outperform the U.S. market for a couple of months.
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The Counsel Portfolio Management Team continuously monitors and 
manages the Counsel and IPC Portfolios to help you reach your investment 
goals. Here are some of the key activities from 2020.

Q4

Counsel increases equity 
weightings in the Strategic 
Portfolios entering 2021.

Markets Continue To Rally
With vaccine announcements and a clean resolution to 
the U.S. election, markets rallied after an October swoon 
and finished positive for the year. 

IPC Focus Porfolios 
We launched three new portfolios featuring top investment 
specialists Marsico, Mawer, Picton Mahoney and Mackenzie 
for investors who want growth-oriented holdings. 

Changes for IPC Essentials Portfolios 
We made the IPC Essentials Portfolios even more  
market-oriented by removing the overlay strategies and 
we also lowered the management fees.




